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Introduction       

So, you’ve been asked to present your

award-winning project or showcase your

pioneering work - an exciting opportunity

to share what you are passionate about

with peers and colleagues. Even the most

experienced professionals still get nervous,

but good presentation skills are important

to possess when it comes to succeeding in

professional or academic life.  

An impressive presentation can win

over an audience and effectively

showcase your work. Few people are

born with the gift of public speaking;

most people must work at preparing an

effective speech or presentation.

This article will provide a recap of

some basic presentations tips and ideas

for presentation styles and indicate

software that is available as an alternative

to the more traditional PowerPoint

slide show.

Presentation Tips       
Effective Communication

Effective and compelling communication

is the key to any successful presentation.

Without an authoritative tone or an air of

confidence (not arrogance!), a presenter’s

main points will be lost on the audience.

During a presentation it is important for

the presenter to make eye contact,

speak clearly and project, engage the

audience by fielding questions and, most

importantly, stay calm. A presenter must

adapt to the audience and be prepared

for disagreement or even confrontation.

A presenter must also make the setting

more comfortable by engaging in

anecdotes and humor when appropriate.

If you become overwhelmed or lose your

train of thought, take a moment or two

to compose yourself. 

Building a Presentation

An important feature of an engaging

presentation is the use of visual aids. In

most instances, a visual aid should

highlight and clarify points rather than

forming the basis for the presentation —

the audience should be more focused on

what the presenter is speaking about

than what is on the visual aids. Common

visual aids include PowerPoint slides,

handouts, charts, tables and graphs.   

Presentation Design 

When it comes to designing a

presentation, it is best to keep visual aids

as simple as possible. If the presenter is

using slides, they should appear

uncluttered with minimal text. The use of

bullet points and titles help the audience

to focus on the presenter’s most

important points. It is also important to

keep design and backgrounds plain and

simple and not too flashy or overbearing.

To ensure that the entire audience can

“If the presenter is using slides, they should
appear uncluttered with minimal text.”
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view the slides, consider the font size and

colour to ensure your slides can be easily

read from the back of a room.

Planning a Presentation 

When planning a presentation, preparation

is a must. The presenter should know

their material well and should be prepared

for debate from any angle. Also, it is

imperative that a presenter takes the venue

and audience into consideration when

planning the presentation. Visit in advance

if you can, or at least arrive early, and find

out about the presentation venue prior to

the actual presentation to get a feel for the

environment and make any necessary

changes to the setup of the room. Not

all presentation types are the same.

Demonstrating to students is different from

offering a proposal to a corporate board of

directors. Other types of presentations

include training demonstrations, business

proposals, professional negotiations, or

even job interviews. Learn who your

audience will be so you can effectively

engage with them.

Presentation styles        

For delegates to get the most out of your

presentation you might like to make it as

interactive as possible. Lecture style

presentations should be a maximum of

40 minutes, with an interactive activity of

at least 20 minutes.    

When attending a study day,

delegates will be more engaged if they

have the opportunity to attend varying

styles of presentations throughout the

day since this will allow them to have a

wider and greater experience.

Consider the style of presentation that you wish to give
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Different speakers are talented in

delivering information in different ways.

Ultimately, it is up to you to decide how

to deliver your workshop as you need to

feel confident. 

Figure 1 provides some ideas on how

you could deliver your presentation. The

methods shown may suit both shorter

and longer presentation slots. 

Some Available

Presentation Software       

What do you think of when you hear the

word ‘presentation’? If the first thing that

comes to mind is Microsoft’s PowerPoint,

the grandfather of presentation software,

you’re not alone - for the last twenty

years, the presentation software has

dominated the market. It remains an

effective method of presenting your

slides but you might want to look at the

alternatives that have become available -

see Box 1. Many allow you to create and

store your presentations in the ‘cloud’. 

Summary         

When asked next time to give a

presentation, it is hoped that the tips

above will be found to be useful and that

you will have a good basis to consider

alternative tools that could be used for

your presentation. Please also be aware

that this is a developing area and other

alternatives may become available.
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Presentation plus 

case study or small group

discussion

Campfire

Dare to ask

Clinic

Hackathon

Lab

Masterclass

Example 1: 10 minute speaker presentation + 10 minute case study/small group

discussion + 5 minute case study feedback.

Example 2: 40 minute speaker presentation + 20 minute case study/small group

discussion. 

Example 3: 30 minute speaker presentation + 20 minute case study/small group

discussion + 10 minute Q&A.

A safe and secure environment to share challenges and hot topics. No set agenda -

delegates decide the direction.

An intimate Q&A with the expert speaker and a facilitator in which the delegates are

given the opportunity to ask any questions they dare.

Hosted by an expert, delegates bring their challenges and the expert helps work

through them.

A dynamic group working together to solve a given task with real, valuable and

actionable outputs. Group facilitator sets the task.

Experiment with new ideas, test out theories and shape new practices and processes

with experts.

Learn from the best - a masterclass session in a very specific skill or technique.

The following methods may be more suited to longer sessions: 

FIGURE 1: Ideas on how you could deliver your presentation

Box 1: Potential alternatives to PowerPoint

PREZI www.prezi.com 

HaikuDeck www.haikudeck.com

Google Slides www.google.com/slides

SlideDog www.slidedog.com

Keynote www.apple.com/keynote

Swipe www.swipe.to
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